Hybrid Learning
Solutions
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES FOR
LEARNING SPACES

What is
ViewSonic Education?
Visual solutions for learning spaces
ViewSonic has decades of experience helping the world see the diﬀerence
between the ordinary and the extraordinary.
For educators and learners, this has meant unparalleled clarity in high-quality
visual displays. From early PC-era monitors to advanced ViewBoards, we have
been a part of multiple generations of learning.
And in the changing landscape of education for a more connected world,
ViewSonic is leading the way into a brighter future for this generation and those
that will follow.

Our Purpose
We are dedicated to shaping the future of the educational landscape
by solving real problems. Through innovation, purpose-built
products, and people-orientated services, we promise to ﬁnd the
solutions together.

Digital Transformation in Education
ViewSonic understands the need for hybrid learning.
We are building the hardware and software that will
merge face-to-face teaching with digital media and
new technologies.

Comprehensive Solutions
We provide educators in the digital age with the tools
they need to engage and empower learners of all
ages in the classrooms, auditoriums, or personal
workstations.

Technology Created for People
We understand that one size does not necessarily
work for every situation. We will work with
institutions to align, develop, plan and implement
holistic solutions.
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Why
ViewSonic
Education?
Seeing the diﬀerence
for yourself

ViewSonic’s 4 Pillars of Success

Hardware

From ViewBoards to monitors and projectors to video walls,
ViewSonic’s hardware oﬀerings cover the full spectrum of visual
solutions for the modern connected classroom.

Software

The myViewBoard software suite has all the necessary tools for
educators to prepare and present their lessons, and also
encourage seamless student participation ―face-to-face,
online, or simultaneously.

The full spectrum of solutions connects educators and
learners seamlessly in both synchronous and
asynchronous learning both in person and remotely.

From classroom displays like ViewBoards and wireless
presentation displays to desktop and portable
monitors, ViewSonic Education is putting decades of
experience as a visual solution provider to work for
students, teachers, school administrators, and IT
professionals to elevate learning outcomes.

Resources

Support

ViewSonic's array of solutions are ideal for modern
education and its next steps.

Get certiﬁed with ViewSonic education solutions or make use of
our extensive Original Content and Insights libraries to make
the most of your hybrid learning setup.

Beginning-to-end support for your education solution starts with
extensive documentation, comprehensive warranties, and expert
advice from experienced EdTech professionals.
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The Way We Learn
Has Changed…
The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the inevitable.
A digital-ﬁrst approach to education is more than the new
normal: it's the new minimum.
But the experience of many educators is that something is lost
in purely online learning that can only occur in true face-to-face
teaching. A hybrid learning approach is the only way to fully tap
into a holistic solution and future-proof learning.

We need:
• FLEXIBILITY OF TIME, PLACE, AND STYLE
• ACCOMMODATIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
• SUPPORT FOR THE FULL SPECTRUM OF EDUCATIONAL TOOLS
• SCALABLE SOLUTIONS THAT TRANSCEND CULTURE AND GEOGRAPHY

… So We Adapt
the Ways We Teach
Modern educational landscapes require a re-imagining of education spaces.
We need our schools and homes to be less rigid and more responsive to a
wider variety of teaching and learning needs.
ViewSonic’s selection of displays and productivity software is uniquely suited
to connecting educators and learners anywhere with the best possible
education experiences.

ViewSonic’s hybrid learning
• HIGH-QUALITY DISPLAY SOLUTIONS TO SUIT ANY SPACE
• A CLOUD-BASED PRESENTATION AND PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
• ORIGINAL CONTENT AND LESSON PLANNING TOOLS
• A ROBUST NETWORK OF SUPPORT RESOURCES
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The Hybrid Learning Classroom
An emerging future of connected classrooms
The modern classroom requires unprecedented ﬂexibility. Bridging the gap
between physical and virtual learning spaces is a massive undertaking that
needs the right technology in multiple locations.

A Seamless Bridge between Locations
myViewBoard connects online and oﬄine spaces quickly and easily.
Create, store, and share content across multiple devices then deliver fully
interactive lessons in person, online, or both simultaneously.

Collaboration 3.0

Teachers and students can make full use of all the necessary tools to
communicate and work together as a team both on physical devices and
an integrated software suite designed for interactivity.

A 360° View of Learning

Visually connect with students in the room and at a distance through a
variety of strategically placed displays designed to keeps learners and
educators connected to the course material and each other.
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Featured Solution

Alternative Products

1

ViewBoard 86" (ViewBoard 52 Series)

ViewBoard 86” (ViewBoard 50 Series or WPD Series)

2

Slot-in PC (VPC) (VPC16/17)

Built-in Android OS or NMP760

3

ViewSonic Projector

LED Video Wall or WPD Series

4

Touch Display (TD Series)

Portable Touch Display (TD1655)
Productivity Monitor (VG Series)

5

myViewBoard Suite

6

ViewDirector

7

VB-Cam

8

Wireless microphone
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Teaching from Home
Prepare and present from wherever you need to be
Teaching from home presents many challenges to educators, but innovations
in communication and display technology bring remote education closer than
ever to recreating the classroom experience from anywhere.

A Larger Workspace to Prepare and Present

Big ideas need more than a laptop screen. Use all the space of a full-sized
monitor to prepare engaging multimedia lessons to present in person, online,
or both simultaneously as part of hybrid learning.

Your Whiteboard at a Desktop Scale

Personal interactive displays equipped with the myViewBoard suite bring a
whiteboard to you wherever you go with the power of the cloud. Easily create
and share lessons to teach on any myViewBoard connected display.

A Better Connection with Your Students

See your students and their online work more clearly with high-quality
displays with built-in screen management, dedicated virtual classroom
workspaces, and additional technology integrations.
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Featured Solution

Alternative Products

1

Touch Display (TD Series)

Portable Touch Display (TD1655)

2

Productivity Monitor (VG Series)

Entertainment Monitor (VX Series)

3

myViewBoard Suite

4

VB-Cam

5

Wireless microphone
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Learning from Home
Making where you live a connected learning space
Hybrid learning has blurred the line between the home and the school. The
exact blend of remote and face-to-face learning would depend on the
individual or the course structure, so remote learners need a personal setup
versatile enough to accommodate any user’s needs.

Eye-friendly and Ergonomic Screens

Reduce eye strain and soreness with ViewSonic monitors’ high-resolution
screens, blue-light ﬁlters, ﬂicker-free technology, and fully adjustable
ergonomic stands.*

A Screen for Every Student

Each learning setup is diﬀerent based on space, technical requirements,
and learners’ individual needs. Luckily, there is monitor to match the size,
speciﬁcations, and resources of every student.

A Visual Solution for Interactive Lessons

ViewSonic’s personal oﬀerings range from writing devices and portable
monitors to both touchscreen and non-touch high-resolution desktop
monitors for a larger collaborative education experience.

*Exact features based on model.
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Featured Solution

Alternative Products

1

ViewBoard PenDisplay

ID700

2

Essential Monitor(VA Series)

Entertainment Monitor(VX Series)

3

myViewBoard Suite

4

VB-Cam

5

Wireless microphone
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myViewBoard
Suite
An education software suite built with teachers in mind
Seamlessly make education digital with a set of software tools made for communicating
quickly and easily from any device to any audience face-to-face, remotely, or in a hybrid
learning environment.

myViewBoard Whiteboard (Online, Android, Windows)
Your digital whiteboard to easily prepare, present, and drive participation in-class or remotely

Prepare

Develop multi-media, interactive content
directly in myViewBoard or import
existing lessons to simplify lesson
planning for a seamless start. Then save
your lessons for later or share with your
colleagues.

Present

Create engaging lessons on the ﬂy with
a digital whiteboarding software with
full access to all the media the web has
to oﬀer. Or load pre-made content
from the cloud and get down to
teaching right away.

Participate

Open up lessons for greater collaboration
with software tools built for sharing media,
interacting with content,
and even syncing your presentation across
multiple platforms and locations for
wherever your students are.

More Tools
for Teaching
myViewBoard Clips

Video assisted learning tool for easy lesson development with
over 2 million curated, safe, and certiﬁed videos for an
inclusive education environment

myViewBoard Classroom

Classroom ﬂexibility, engagement, and collaboration
for anywhere

Your Visual
Learning Platform
myViewBoard also includes tools for system administrators, curriculum
designers, and school leadership

Web-based device
management solution

A dongle-free wireless
presentation solution with
no download required

Mobile app for eﬃcient
myViewBoard navigation
and management

Broadcasting application of
your digital whiteboard
screen to a social network’s
livestreaming service*

Screen recording application
digital whiteboards*

*Currently only available on Android
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Schedule a Demo Today
Want to know more?
Let one of our experts walk you through the hybrid learning solution
with a live demo.

About ViewSonic
ViewSonic has been an audio-visual leader worldwide for more than three decades. We ﬁrmly believe that we
can partner with educators to achieve sustainable success and better learning outcomes.
Our considerable experience has taught us a great deal about the real-life challenges and needs of people we
work with.

Proven track record

Dedicated to innovation

Global market leader

Established reputation

quality awards

R&D Personnel worldwide

countires worldwide

years of experience

2000+

80+

Google for Education

Partner

Global Headquarters: Brea, California, USA Regional
Headquarters:London, Taipei, Shanghai, & 46 oﬃces worldwide
Products sold in over 100 countries
Find out more at:
www.viewsonic.com / education www.myviewboard.com
www.manuals.viewsonic.com / www.wiki.myviewboard.com

100+
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